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Boston Celtics "green soul" Kai team has a long history, and the same color and LOGO always with the green army. Their shirt is
simple atmosphere, do not value version of the style and style, the value is that a touch of green. Therefore, their Jersey has been
almost no major changes have been done. Away from the green, the most classic, the most beautiful. Philadelphia 76 people "black
meteor" The 76 team is quite a long history, the most classic LOGO and their uniforms are blue and red, simple atmosphere. But I
personally feel that the pinnacle of their shirt is AI period, 76 people dragged behind the meteor of the long tail, with black or navy
blue is simply cool dazzle matchless, Iverson in the field of smart fantasy perform with this "meteor" perfect match! And with AI leave,
76 people and put the team logo and jerseys in exchange for the original look, as if to tell us: this logo, this ball suit of clothes, AI
build! New York Nicks "classic blue orange" blue + orange has been the fans called "New York color", which shows the color of the
classic. New York in his long history of the team, and the team did not do a big change in the team did not change. "New York color"
of the shirt, and then classic. From Monroe, to Reed, from Ewing, to Anthony, this Away Jersey, has been popular with people. nets
Broolyn"clothing in the net" < p > the own basket team history, though, but ABA period, "Harlem wind" too complex and beautiful,
early into the nba jerseys are too simple, cannot be known. The most classic is the paragraph from the end of the last century to use
the Broolyn period before the "net". Attentive fans will find, this shirt in the lateral reticular pattern, and its material (here refers to the
player version) is the use of different mesh design, soft breathable, although not as good as the R30 technology today. And the
atmosphere and the description of the side of the "NETS" and the number of each other. Not very beautiful, but enough to be
accepted. Toronto Raptors "The purple dragon" < p > big logo finally appeared, and in the 1990s can be described as is popular
Logo Shirt in, the shirts printed with big team symbol or logo, appears to be domineering! Been sought after by the majority of fans!
But that is the production process is complex, the production cost is high, also appeared on the court dazzling, and later was
eliminated. But it is very gorgeous, very beautiful. This is the dragon, the Raptors history best shirt! Minnesota forest wolf "Blue Wolf"
forest wolf's signature Jersey is a cartoon character composed of black and blue two. But I personally feel that the Blue Wolf better to
see some of the value of the collection is also higher. This shirt has almost become a "KG exclusive Jersey >
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